
TUDOR OR TUDORBETHAN

by Philippa Glanville

Assistant keeper, Department of Metalwork, Victoria & Albert Museum, London

'Although it is now evident that artifacts arc as easily 
altered as chronicles, public faith in their veracity 
endures; a tangible relic seems ipso facto real’

David Lowenthal The Past is a Foreign Country, 244.

All assemblages of early English silver have some 
problem pieces and the older the collection the greater 
the likelihood of attributions, marriages or straight
forward fakes. The National Collection at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum is no exception: its first pieces of 
Tudor and Stuart silver were acquired as German in 
the 1850’s, an indication of the prevailing state of 
knowledge. Hallmarks were either not being read, or 
being misread, except by a handful of insiders such as 
Octavius Morgan and William Chaffers. The latter was 
a dealer of long standing, who was advising the Museum 
on its purchases of silver in the 1850s and 1860s and 
who served as silver adviser on committees for two major 
loan exhibitions in 1861 and 1862.

Despite Chaffers’ advice, which was not always heeded, 
some objects came in which were not merely wrongly 
attributed but actually downright confections. An 
example is an Indian agate bowl mounted on a silver 
gilt stem which was acquired without a provenance in 
1867. Subsequently the body was recognised as being 
later than the stem, which is in elaborate Antwerp 
mannerist style but has under the foot a plate with 
hallmarks for 1567 (plate 1); until recently, this cup has 
been considered, because of the unusual innovative 
quality of the mounts, as the work of an alien who set 
up shop in London. However, a recent x-ray examin
ation revealed that the marked disk is merely pressed- 
in under the foot, with no solder and that a machine- 
made screw holds the whole object together. In other 
words the Indian bowl, which is a typical late 17th or 
18th Century fcollcctor’s item, has been set on a stem 
in 16th Century style, which may or may not be original 
and the whole given authenticity for the informed 
English collector by the addition of appropriate 
hallmarks. Whether this sophistication predated the 
publications of Morgan and Chaffers on hallmarks is 
not clear but it may have been carried out only a year 
or so before the Museum bought it from the dealer 
| Whitehead for the large sum of £350.

In the late 20th Century there is wide recognition of the 
surprising and growing proportion of fakes, copies and 
drastic alterations in old silver, whether English or 
Continental. ’Phis problem owes its origins to the early 
19th Century. Simultaneously the demand for historic 
objects, particularly those appropriate to the ‘Old 
English' interior, and furnishings, rapidly increased

l. Agate and silvcrgilc cup. London hallmarks for 1567 on a 
plate under the foot. Acquired in 1867.

while the traditional dealers’ sources of supply in Europe 
temporarily seized up because of the Revolution and 
Napoleon’s campaigns. The French annexation of the 
Southern Netherlands in 1792, and the creation of the 
Batavian republic, opened their doors to revolutionary 
ideas which swept away the old civic and religious 
institutions, releasing their plate, vestments, insignia 
and other treasures on to the market. Once peace broke 
out, there were rich pickings for English customers 
prepared to hunt them out and a certain lack of 
discrimination which was exploited by enterprising
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workshops. Mounted wares as furnishings in particular to be included being the Nuremburg cup recently
were easily ‘improved’ by the addition of cast details. purchased by the King from RundelTs. His friend

Samuel Meyrick also took little note of silver, apart from 
In 1818 the collector and bibliophile Sulpliz Boisseree some Oxford pieces, when selecting illustrations for
was complaining of the English collectors who were Specimens of Ancient Furniture (1836) although he included
despoiling Germany of its early treasures; the phrase ironwork (plate 3). However, the Prince Regent had
‘recently imported’ recurs almost weekly in Foster’s incorporated ‘Gothic’ display silver into the design of
auction catalogues of the 1830s. The genuine shortage his Gothic dining room at Carlton House, where a series
of old English silver is clear from the prices achieved of brackets in the fireplace bore cups with appropriately
for relatively small and plain objects - salts, cups and battlemented covers. Just such a Regency fantasy cup
the like -in the auctions of civic plate held in 1836 and (in fact converted from a macehead), is at Berkeley
1837; at Boston for instance an ‘antique chalice’ dated 
1626 made 23 shillings an ounce, when the modern 
silver was making 7 shillings or less!

CARVED OAK CHIMNEY IMECK.
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2. Sale catalogue, 1842. Despite the title, very little antique 
silver was included. National Art Library.

3. Fox salt, Corpus Christi, Oxford. Plate from Henry Shaw’s 
Specimens of Ancient Furniture. National Art Library.

Although Horatio Rodd of Great Newport Street Castle, where it is described as Earl Godwin’s cup, and 
claimed to be selling antique plate when he published a smaller version is in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
an illustrated catalogue in 1842 (plate 2) this was a come- Perhaps the antiquaries were already conscious of the 
on. His stock was rich in paintings and ornamental swelling flood of historic objects without provenance and 
woodwork but the plate consisted almost entirely of preferred to confine their attentions to genuine pieces 
continental and ecclesiastical pieces such as a Gothic from colleges and churches.
Cross for £30 or a German chalice dated 1667 for 12
guineas. The antiquities section was padded out with At the Silver Fair in 1983 John Culmc outlined the
a miscellany including tutenag or ‘tutcncac’, a pair of emergence of the English silver collector in a fascinating
‘small choice oriental Agate Cups’ and a ‘large and paper, which stressed the role of the Gentleman\ Mn^nzine
ancient Basin and ewer of Brass formerly used in from the 1760s as a forum for queries about apostle
Churches’. spoons, the original purpose of the scroll salt, or

hallmarks. From this correspondence, from the 
Silver was virtually ignored by Dudley Fosbrooke in his comments of antiquaries such as John Byn.", uer 
two-volume Dictionary of Archaeology (1825), the only piece Viscount Torrington, on his lours ofEnglnnd h< • . von
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1781 and 1794, and from the relatively infrequent 
discussions on old silver at the meetings of the Society 
of Antiquaries, it is clear that there was perceived to 
be a real shortage of‘curious* old silver even in the later 
18th Century, which became acute in the early 19th 
Century under the pressure to furnish apartments in the 
Old English Style.

There were two responses to this shortage: one I shall 
discuss later, which was to sophisticate or improve old 
objects, or make new ones. The other was for both 
dealers and the more enterprising collectors to seek out 
new sources of supply across the Channel, to satisfy a 
demand which in default of Old English silver, would 
opt for German, Dutch, Flemish or Scandinavian, 
particularly if it was highly decorative, ‘curious’ and 
preferably gilded. The Low Countries had a long history 
of auctions of works of art and Antwerp was already 
a clearing house for tapestries, paintings and goldsmiths’ 
work in the late 15th Century. John Evelyn’s delighted 
visits in the 1640s to ‘Noah’s Ark’ and other curiosity 
shops in Amsterdam and Paris are an indication of how 
undeveloped the English market was in this respect. By 
the mid-18th Century, however, London had its own 
complex sources of supply for the native collector; some 
bought at auctions, like those of Dr Mead in 1754 and 
1755, or Ebenezer Mussell, whose ‘genuine and curious 
collection’ was sold by Abraham Langford in 1765. 
Others went to the brokers or secondhand dealers in 
Houndsditch and Moorfields. The term nicknacketarian 
was coined to describe those pickcrs-up of unconsidcred 
trifles such as spoons, jewellery or small mounted 
objects, whose history is obscure because of their low 
value.

von la Roche in 1786, becomes less of a phenomenon. 
Equally, the enterprise of Rundcll and Bridge in 1808, 
in taking advantage of their connections with the Jewel 
House to dispose of late Stuart royal silver to collectors, 
ceases to be a one-off piece of opportunism. This was 
in any case long-established practice where important 
display silver was concerned, with a good precedent in 
1626; one has only to look to Moscow to find Jewel 
House silver disposed of by Charles I for its secondhand 
decorative value, rather than for melt.

Shirley Bury and John Culme have illuminated the 
dealings of the larger and fashionable firms supplying 
the Prince Regent, the royal dukes and other leading 
Regency collectors. For businessmen like Rundells’ or 
Kensington Lewis, their dealings in secondhand or 
antique silver was a highly significant part of their 
business, as it was for Francis Lambert, whose shop was 
to become the largest retail concern in Victorian 
England dealing with old and reproduction plate. 
Kensington Lewis is best known for a stock which 
included bizarre objects manufactured after old originals 
by Edward Farrell (plate 4). Farrell in 1816 for instance 
made gilt sideboard dishes with central plaques cast after 
17th Century originals, coupled with borders chased with 
animals from Bewick’s General History of Quadrupeds 
(1785).

At the upper and better-documented end of the market 
came the leading goldsmiths, men who advertised their 
willingness to buy, or by extension sell secondhand 
plate. No doubt the better objects drifted upwards 
through the market to them, much of the time, or they 
bought at auctions for their clients, as Parker and 
YVakclin did for the Earl of Exeter when he wanted some 
Elizabethan mounted objects for Burghlcy. He ended 
up with a genuine steeple cup and a copy of 1758. 
Equally when John, 4th Duke of Bedford, wanted some 
maces to present to a West Country town on his 
appointment as Recorder, his agent sought the advice 
of the family’s regular supplier of plate. As it happened, 
there were no secondhand maces to be found on the 
London market, even at the well-advertised dealers in 
the Oily specializing in old plate, John and Stafford 
Briscoe. The enthusiasms of the collector Horace 
W'.upolc were shared if not pursued so energetically, 

■■ other antiquaries and the Great Hall at Cotehclc in 
• »'.myall was .already dressed with recently-acquired 

. jpons and horns when George III visited there in the 
.■"/Os.

4. Elizabethan table with columbine cup and two standing 
bowls. Plate from R. Hudgens’ Furniture with Candelabra (1st 
cd. 1825/6, this cd. 1838). The bowls were modem, designed 
by Edward Farrell for the Duke of York after wooden 
Jacobean originals. National Art Library.

Tracing the movements of objects from such a dealer 
into the hands of a collector becomes easier in the early 
19th Century’, because so much distinctive old silver 
appropriate to high Regency taste passed by auction and 
so can be identified in the catalogues. Annotated sets 
for various auctioneers are in the National Art Library, 
an invaluable source for the history’ of taste in Regency 
and early Victorian England. A Nuremburg nautilus 
cup in the Wanstead House sale of 1822 was sold by 
Rundells to George IV and the Crespin rococo inkstand 
now at Chatsworth came from the same source. The

i lie light of this well-established network for disposing 
interesting old plate, and the buoyant English 

ui.md, the existence of Thomas Jeffreys* well-lit first 
.. <r showroom in Cockspur Street, described by Sophie
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royal silver sold in 1808 continues to appear on the 
international market from time to time.

produce a hallmarked but quite unaulhcntic tankard.

Given the lack of published material on authentic objects 
It is rather more difficult to document the activities of available around 1800, it is hardly surprising that copies
other dealers handling less distinctive objects, whose were variable in quality and eclectic in their details. Few
main business lay with furniture and china, and who patrons had tastes as clearly defined or as well informed
drew much of their stock, either directly or through as William Bcckford, or access to designers as well-
other dealers, from across the Channel. William informed as Richard Bridgens or William Flaxman, as
Bullock, brother to the better known George, cabinet- the extraordinary range of mounted objects collected
maker and decorator, was a silversmith who set up a by Lord Londcsborough demonstrates,
cabinet of curiosities or Museum of 4000 ‘Natural and
Foreign Curiosities, Antiquities and Productions of the The problem of determining sources and distinguishing 
Fine Arts’ successively in Birmingham (1800), Liverpool originals from later interpretations is relatively easy with 
(1801), and London (1809), which had virtually every the important, carefully designed and coherent objects

made for Fonthill, for the Prince Regent or for the royal 
dukes. It is harder, however, to sort out the sccondratc, 

Another enigmatic figure, who certainly dealt in old objects such as stoneware in coarsely chased and cast
silver as a sideline, was the furniture and china-dealer mounts, or beakers which have been re-engraved.
Edward Holmes Baldock, who was Bullock’s Symptoms of later restorations include finials and
contemporary. His shop in Hanway Street was thumbpicccs which may be crude castings from a worn
described in 1824 as ‘the best place in London ... for original, with a flood of solder obscuring the chased
cabinets and China’. Thanks to a frank account 
published by the son of his manager, Frederick 
Litchfield {Antiques Genuine and Spurious 1921), Baldock 
is recognised now as much for his skill in improving or 
sophisticating old objects, both procclain and furniture, 
as for the quality of the genuine old Sevres, ormolu and 
Louis XIV cabinets he supplied to George IV, the Duke 
of Bucclcugh and other noble collectors.

kind of exhibit except English silver.

Some of Baldock's silver came from John Coleman 
Isaacs, a dealer whose papers have been preserved. His 
Waste Book, commencing in 1816 just after the defeat 
of Napoleon made European travel easy again, reveals 
that he and his agent made several buying trips to 
Germany each year, bringing back fragments of 
armour, stained glass, old oak furniture, porcelain and 
plate. The mounted porcelain and perhaps Iznik ware 
represented the taste of Baldock’s customers. Names 
familiar to curators in the next generation of dealers arc 
Durlachcr, Swaby and Hull, all of whom sold mounted 
objects to the Museum of Science and Art in its early 
years.

While it is clear that by the middle of the century the 
appetite for ‘Tudorbethan’ furnishings was running out 
of steam, Samuel Pratt could still describe himself or 
his 1859 billhead as Upholder and Decorator in the 
Gothic, Elizabethan, French and Modern Styles. By this 
time there was general recognition that Soho, especially 
Wardour Street, was ‘an antiquarian warehouse of 
articles that have been manufactured with the stamp 
of hoary age’. For silver, the pawnbroker’s shop offered 
a convenient outlet for these confections, a quirk which 
was successfully exploited in the 1880s and 1890s with 
an output of genuine pieces with spurious marks and 
pieces which were totally new. Visitors to the Assay 
Office may be shown a coflcc pot made from an inverted 
Elizabethan communion cup; another Elizabethan cup, 
presumably sold from a church anxious to replace it with 
something appropriately ‘Gothic’, was cut about and 
had a coarsely chased body, cover and foot added to

9
5. Mostyn standing salt. Silvergih. London lullm.ul. J -' <• 7. 

The top is missing and was replaced in the 19ch (’.t-nmiy 
by an acorn.
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detail. Three of the Mostyn Salts have suffered this 
heavy-handed treatment sometime in the 19th Century, 
with disproportionately large figures being added to two 
of them (plate 5). All the salts in this famous group, 
acquired from Lord Mostyn in 1886, have a thick coat 
of gilding obscuring the alterations. At the time they 
were bought, they were described as having been locked 
away in a trunk for many years. If so, then they 
apparently had fallen victim to some early Victorian 
phase of antiquarian restoration.

from Trclowarrcn in remotest Cornwall, a house which 
was a byword among 18th Century antiquaries for its 
continuity and traditional splendour. It might be 
assumed that this piece at least had been preserved 
untouched by the hand of the restorer. However, the 
cover of the salt comes apart to reveal a plain silver 
frame which is clearly an addition, unmarked but 
probably early 19th Century. Its existence is concealed 
by selective rcgilding.

Repairs arc inevitable from time to time, especially on 
the spindly toppling display cups typical of the late 16th 
and 17th Centuries. The early solution to their instability 
was to add an extra section to the base, as on a cup of 
1599 belonging to St.Mary Abbots. A symptom of the 
active market in antique plate in the early 19th Century 
is the appearance of another more drastic solution to 
this problem. A feature found on many cups is the stem 
with a central iron rod and screw, terminating in a 
dome-headed nut within the bowl. Sometimes a plate 
was inserted under the foot to conceal the addition and 
the whole was then thickly gilded. An example is the 
TVL orTVZ cup acquired by the V&A in 1859. These 
alterations and additions were not hallmarked; indeed 
the marks on the foot were concealed by them. A 
different attitude was adopted by the repairers of a 
Nuremburg cup given to Christs Hospital in 1840. This 
has the marks of two goldsmiths, Walter Brind in 1756 
and Joseph Taylor in 1840. But this was the exception. 
Compare (plate 6).

The cover of the largest of the Mostyn salts had when 
the Museum acquired it an acorn finial, added in a 
mistaken attempt to restore it to its original Elizabethan 
appearance. No doubt it was crowned when made with 
a pepper sprinkle or caster, like the Parker salt at Corpus 
Christi Cambridge.

The status of old family plate was not enough to protect 
objects from alterations which go far beyond necessary 
repairs. The Vyvyan Salt is the outstanding Elizabethan 
salt in the national collection. It came to the museum

Just as collecting evolved into a myriad of fashions, with 
tastes varying between social groups and from one 
country to another, so there is a great diversity in both 
the kinds of objects worked over, restored or faked, and 
in the techniques used. Workshops responded to the 
material to hand; in the 1860s, Rcinhold Vasters of 
Aachen (1827-1909) had access not only to the treasury 
of the Cathedral but also to the most recently published 
catalogues of European works of art to provide him with 
casting patterns, models and ideas for his meticulous 
Renaissance and baroque confections in crystal, enamel 
and gold. At the other end of a long but obscured scale, 
London antique dealers in the 1890s contented 
themselves with a more modest output of small Georgian 
silver for the small collector.

Wilfred Cripps acknowledged the problem of faking, 
altering coats of arms and inventing false provenances 
in the 1870s and pointed out that the type of fake 
changed with changes in popular demand. Seventeenth- 
ccntury silver had been much collected and faked earlier 
in the century; “the market is now flooded with plain 
and fluted plate (of Queen Anne or the earlier Georges) 
which is made to all appearance both at home and 
abroad, and brought hither by the wagon load”. Charles 
Eastlakc (in 1867) and the art historian Planche (in 1855) 
also referred to the problem of fakes.

A benchmark in the flow of fakes is their appearance 
in exhibitions from the early 1860s. When the first 
national exhibition of antiques and works of art was

<«. The Glynnc Cup. Silvcrgilt. London hallmark 1579-80. Ihe 
body was originally a nautilus, which was replaced c.1740 
in metal; the later hallmarks are obscured.
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held, at the Society of Arts in 1850, there was very little 
English silver on show except historic pieces from 
colleges and livery companies and a few loans from 
prominent dealers, and all the pieces were apparently 
genuine. A decade later came two more exhibitions, one 
the Conversazione at Ironmongers’ Hall in May 1861, 
this modest title concealing a dazzling display of civic 
and college plate and historic relics. This had again 
virtually no dubious silver, with the possible exception 
of Sir Thomas More’s silver and wooden drinking can, 
lent by Hunt and Roskell. The other is the rather better- 
known South Kensington loan exhibition of 1862.

So strong was the assumption that showy old silver 
necessarily had a German origin that several of the 
V&A’s early acquisitions of English silver were 
catalogued as German. The market quite simply lacked 
comparative English examples, whether in print or on 
show, to correct these misconceptions. The old silver 
released onto the market in the 1830s through the sales 
of corporate and guild plate was small and 
unspectacular, no match for the flashier standing cups, 
tankards and mounted wares imported by John 
Coleman Isaacs and other dealers. These well- 
provenanced pieces were, however, of immense help in 
the long run, in providing the raw material for hallmarks 
and date letters. Perhaps the English collector’s 
concentration on marks was to the detriment of his 
understanding of techniques, since the fakes of the late 
19th Century are often gross but almost always marked.

From the mid-19th Century, a steady flow of publi
cations on silver, mark books and catalogues appeared 
and most classes of object arc well-documented 
by now. The stoneware pots shown in such profusion 
in 1862 and so widely distributed now in museums and 
collections of English silver across the world, are an 
anomaly, since they appear, in effect, from nowhere, 
without provenance or associations. In this they are 
unlike any other category of Tudor silver. With a 
solitary exception (the Gittings pot at the Vintners), 
none has belonged to an English institution continuously 
since the time it was in current use. By contrast, if we 
take the Elizabethan and early Jacobean tankards, of 
which some two dozen or more survive, at least half have 
a documented history, emerging on to the market from 
church or corporate hands, such as the St.Benet Fink 
tankard (VAM), or the Arlington tankard, now in the 
E. B. Miles collection. The same is true of the

The dealer William Chaffers advised on the selection 
of loans for both exhibitions; his business was of long 
standing, he had been advising the Museum of Science 
and Art on the acquisitions virtually since its foundation 
and his Hallmarks on Plate appeared in 1863. However, 
it must be said that some howling fakes crept into the 
1862 exhibition, perhaps from the vanity of their proud 
owners, such as two tankards lent by Sir William 
Holbume. These were devised by a craftsman 
specialized in elaborate pieces of Tudor iconography; 
one is a rechased late Stuart tankard with portraits of 
Elizabeth and Burghley, the other an elaborate peg 
tankard with the Tudor arms and dated 1527. 
Holburnc’s loans also included some wildly 
anachronistic duty dodgers such as a rococo teapot with 
marks for 1696.

The private loans of Tudor silver were dominated by 
mounted stonewares, which made up a quarter of the 
exhibits. This was the first occasion in which they had 
been described as English, since previously, at the sale 
of Ralph Bernal’s collection in 1855, all his mounted 
stonewares had been described as German (plate 7).
--------- -

7. Three stoneware pots mounted in silvcrgilt. The outer two were purchased in 1855, the centre one in 1910. Both the 
larger pots have repairs to their finials and the chasing on the centre foot is curiously wild. Is this Tudor?
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the currently fashionable Gothic, Tudor and Jacobean 
period, whether woodwork, ironwork or mounted 
objects for houses such as Cholmondeley Castle, 
Abbotsford or Charlccote. The clues arc hints rather 
than hard documentary evidence: comments like John 
Byng’s in 1789 ‘‘Everything now can be so well imitated 
and forged that it is scarcely possible to know the 
original”; the recognition in 1827 that fake antiquities 
supposedly from the site of Old London Bridge were 
on sale in London and above all the objects themselves. 
A mounted stoneware pot whose body was fired around 
1800, or a gourd with “Jacobean” mounts which turn 
out to have been made about 1820, are not merely 
isolated phenomena but symptoms of a thriving 
surreptitious industry, in which the curiosity dealers 
must have played a significant role both as providers 
of the original models and the outlet for the copies.

The difficulty is to determine the pattern of their 
activities; in the absence of evidence as convincing as 
the Vasters drawings in the V&A, this will only emerge 
as museums publish full and frank catalogues describing 
their problem pieces. The display case can confer a glaze 
of authenticity on pieces which may not stand up to an 
objective assessment. However in many cases neither 
the results of scientific analysis nor the judgement of 
an experienced eye can necessarily come up with an 
absolutely final assessment, leaving future students with 
the pleasure of asking fresh questions.

Elizabethan standing bowls; about twenty-five arc 
recorded, more than half in churches, where they were 
used initially as communion cups. But the stoneware 
pots stand isolated. Few bear any heraldry to assist in 
tracing descent and some are certainly confections, 
perhaps incorporating hallmarked sections from genuine 
objects. In some cases testing by thermolumincsccnce 
has revealed that the pot was made quite recendy and 
the mounts adapted, or made up, to fit. Often a thick 
coat of gilding inside and out conceals all evidence of 
later restoration and effectively precludes testing by 
spectrographic analysis. Indeed, this thick gilding is 
almost typical of objects which have been worked over. 
Another V&A pot is made of Fulham stoneware, at the 
factory set up by John Dwight in the 1670s. The 
explanation normally offered, that the original pot broke 
and the mounts were transferred to a conveniently 
matching substitute, wears thin when it is applied to 
other pots which emerge with matching characteristics 
and discrepancies.

Curiously, stoneware pots do not feature in the copious 
antiquarian literature of the late 18th and early 19th 
Centuries, although decorative blue and grey Cologne 
and Westerwald mugs and tankards with pewter lids 
feature in so many of the Dutch and Flemish scenes 
popular with English collectors. Quite where all the 
stoneware pots, and their mounts, suddenly appeared 
from remains unclear, although some of the marked 
mounts of the 1570s may have started life in some other 
form, perhaps as communion cups. Elizabethan 
communion cups were flooding onto the market in 
quantity by the 1870s, and their marks were their most 
interesting and marketable feature.

The activities of Vasters, Marcy and the minor English 
silver dealers such as Reuben Lyon and Twinam, are 
reasonably well-documented and their products 
increasingly recognized, but it is clear that a flourishing, 
if shadowy, production of fakes and copies was already 
established in England by 1800, whose concern was with

Note

All the illustrations arc the copyright of the Victoria & Albert 
Museum. The objects are fully catalogued in the Museum’s 
lavish social history Silver in Tudor and Early Stuart England, by 
Philippa Glanville, to be published later this year. On the 
history of collecting, sec C. Wainwright’s forthcoming study 
on the antiquarian interior in England between 1760 and 1840 
(Yale University Press, 1989).
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